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PRINTING APPARATUS AND METHOD 

BACKGROUND THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to a printing apparatus 

and a method of carrying out various printing functions. 
Although many applications for the invention may be 
possible, the disclosure herein emphasizes the applica 
tion to ware decoration. It should be understood how 
ever that articles of many types may be printed or deco 
rated using the apparatus and method of the present 
invention and such applications are part of the invention 
herein. 

In multicolor ware decoration, speed, versatility, ease 
of setup, quality of reproduction, accuracy of registra 
tion, and cost effectiveness are important factors to 
consider. State of the art decorating devices approach 
some but not all of the above factors satisfactorily. The 
present invention was developed for various reasons 
including a desire to both take advantage of- the latest 
ink and elastomer technology and to maximize printing 
rates without sacri?ce of registration. . 
The machine con?guration of the present invention 

makes use of two geometric relationships. First, a cone 
when placed on the flat surface and rolled, will trace an 
are centered at the same point as the apex of the cone. 
The cone will travel along this path freely with no 
slipping between the surfaces. Second, two cones shar 
ing the same apex and placed side by side will roll .one 
on the other'without slipping along the line of contact. 
As will be shown below, by choosing the proper ratio 
of circumferences between the ?rst mentioned cone and 
the are traced in the plane of the ?at surface, the cone 
will roll an integral number of revolutions as it travels 
one revolution about the traced arc. Similarly .the 
proper choice of circumference ratios of cones will 
produce integral rotations witheach other and the arc. 
Therefore, discrete locations of the cone will; always 
match up with discrete locations along the arc in the ?at 
surface‘. Accordingly, a special case. of synchronous 
motion may be de?ned. - ' a 

The two cones and the ?at surface may bedriven in 
synchronism by a proper gearing arrangement, from 
which a device may be produced which will establish 
pattern registration from one set of cones to another and 
the surface as hereinafter illustrated. . , . 

It should be further understood that the device of the 
present invention may be operated in various ways to 
establish a degree of versatility not heretofore available 
in the prior art. The device herein describedmay be 
adapted for printing multicolor designs on flat, hollow, 
and other odd shaped ware inside or out, with high 
quality, speed, and simpli?ed set up. for each of the 
various types of ware to be decorated. 

In a series of related US. patent application Ser. Nos. 
332,722; 332,723; 332,724 and 332,725 ?led this- same 
date and assigned to the assignee herein, ,various sub 
combinations for the present invention are disclosed in 
detail. It should be understood that, to the extent neces 
sary, the teachings of said applications should be consid-. 
ered incorporated by reference herein. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ’ 

The apparatus of the present invention includes a 
rotatably driven turret carrying one or more collector. 
means at selected radial and angular positions, and 
transfer means synchronously driven with said turret 
for depositing on each of said collector means a design 
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2 
con?guration. The turret and each of the transfer means 
share a common point of rotation along respective cen 
tral axes thereofQTheinvention includes a method of 
printing from collectors about a central location. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1-3(A)-(C) show the geometric relations be 
tween the various components and illustrate the operat 
ing principle of the apparatus of the'present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic of the apparatus components of 

the invention. . 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are detailed views of the apparatus 
showing print, print transfer, load and clean stations of 
the invention. . 1 

FIGS. 7 and 8 are illustrative speci?c details of the 
printing station and inking apparatus. 
FIG. 9 is a schematic of a doctoring feature of the 

present invention. ' 

FIGS. 10A-10C illustrate schematic alternative em 
bodiments of the doctoring feature. 
FIGS. 11-14 illustrate the concept and application of 

a cam following print transfer feature of the present 
invention. 
FIGS. 15A-15B illustrate details of the print transfer 

apparatus in respective perspective and side section 
views. I ‘ 

FIG. 16 is a fragmented side section of an alternative 
embodiment of the print transfer apparatus. 
FIGS. 17A-‘17B'are fragmented side section and top 

‘views of a hollow ware printing head. 
I FIG. 18 is‘ a schematic showing a ?exible membrane 
printing head andi‘ware throughout relative thereto. 

I FIGS. 19A and 19B are side sections of the ?exible 
‘ membrane printing head and ware in two positions. 

FIGS. 2OA-Dfare schematic drawings illustrating 
alternate embodiments of print transfer mechanisms. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

vThe machine'con?guration of this invention makes 
use'of two geometric relationships. First, referring to 

‘ FIG. "1, a cone 10 (truncated as shown), having an apex 
point A, when placed on a‘ ?at surface 12 and rolled, 
will trace a circular are or disc 14 about a center line CL 
and‘having its ape'x'A located thereon. The cone 10 will 
'travel alongi'this path freely with no slipping. Second, 

" referring to FIG. 2', two cones, the ?rst mentioned 10 
above and another 16 having the same apex A and 

I placed side by side, roll one on the other with no slip 
ping along the line of contact or ray 18. 
FIG. 3at_ (A)—(C) illustrates that by combining the 

‘ principles of. FIGS. 1 and 2 and by choosing the proper 
. ratio of circumferences between the are 14 and cone 10, 
the latter will roll an integral number of revolutions as 
it travels one revolution, around are 14. This means that 
discrete locations 20 on the cone 10 will always match 
up with the discrete locations 22 on the are 14. Likewise 
by choosing the‘ proper ratios of circumferences be 
tween the two cones 10 and 16, one will rotate an inte 
gral number of times for each revolution of the other. 
Thus, discrete locations 24 on the cone 16 will always 
match those discrete locations 20 on cone 10 as the 
cones are continuously rotated. 

. FIG.I4 shows that the cones 10 and 16 can be geared 
one to the other and positively driven at the no slip ratio 
via respective mounting shafts 26 and 28 carrying spiral 
bevel gears 30 and 32. The same is true of the ?at sur 
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face 12 and cone 10. FIG. 4 shows rotating‘?at annular 
surface 12*with' an associated 'ririg, gear 34 carried by 
webs 36. The ring‘ ‘gea'r'34 drives multiple sets of the 
exemplary cones 10 ‘and 16 via s‘piral‘bevel pinion gears 
38 mating. with ring gear 34. ,The cones 10 and 16 are 
themselves geared toione another as described above. 
Gears 30," 32, 34 and 38, ?at annular'su'rface l2 and 
cones 10 and‘1'6'all share the same apex A as a point of 
rotation. Cones '10 andv 16 are ?xed in' space, so that they 
rotate about their respective axes A-10, and A-‘16. Thus, 
rotation of ?at annular surface 12 as de?ned‘ by disc 14, 
and ‘the above mentioned - gearing imparts rotational 
motion to cones 10 and 16 only" about axes A-10 and 
A-16. Multiple sets of cones can be placed around the 
circumference of the ?at surface 
same ring gear 34. 
FIGS-3 and 4 demonstrate that several sets of the 

cones l0 and 16 when placed around the periphery of 
the ?at surfacerl2‘can be vtimed one with another to 
cause synchronization ‘v of the:' respective discrete loca 
tions 20, 24and 22, hereinafter referred to as timing 
marks. 1 ' - 

The invention is illustrated in greater detail in FIGS. 
5 and 6 and includes a stationary base table 50 mounted 
on a machine base. frame52 that houses a continuous 
motion cam drive such as a model 362, manufactured by 
Ferguson Machine Co., (not illustrated). In a preferred 
embodimentthe table 50 may be divided into ten (10) 
equally spaced divisions or stationsDl-DIO. Eight (8) 
printing station assemblies 54 arerigidly mounted, one“ 
each, at eight of the stations D1-D8 around the periph 
ery of the table .50. Onecleaning roll assembly 56 is also 
mounted to the table 50 at station D9, and one "cam 
driven, arc following, print transfer assembly 5__8_that 

._ indexes ‘water W into position for decorating is located 
at stationDlO. .Morzeor, less divisions zindarrangements 
are possible depending on the application. ‘ 

Hereinafter vsuf?x lireference - ‘numerals .are dropped 
where position is'not relevant. A rotatably mounted 
turret table 60, driven by the continuous motion cam 
drive housed in the base of the frame 52 is adapted to 
rotate and carry 10,v collectors C1—.C10 (two shown). A 
ring gear 62 is carried the turret 60 and functionsas 
described‘ above ingreference‘ vto , FIG. ' 4. _’v _ _v I 
FIG. _7 is an illustration'pfa ‘singleprinting, ‘station 

assembly. 54. ItinC/l'tides a‘verti‘cal mounting frame-I73, 
attached to table 50, onto which are mounted one etch 
cone 72 sleeved. over shaft 71, one _transfer__'cone,74 
carrying silicone transfer surface 75, ‘a geaf box 76 
which houses two angular bevel gears 78 and '80,‘ ‘re-" 
spectively coupled toetch cone 72 and‘ transfer cone 74, 
and a pinion "gear 64 carried outside of I gear box 76 by 
shaft extension 81'of gear 80‘. The printing ‘station as 
sembly 54 also includesfan ink, application assembly 82 
detailed in FIG. 8 and'described hereinafter.‘ ‘ I 
Drive power for each ‘print station assembly 54 comes 

from the rotating ring' gear 6y2_which_powers pinion‘ mounted commonly with angular bevel gear 80 and 
transfer cone 74. The shaft 71 carrying etch cone 72 is 
preferably turned in a_2:l_ r 
via gear combination ‘78-80; I , ‘ 

Etch cone 72 may be adjusted axially in the. direction 
of double'headed arrow Ax'by means of a collar clamp 
275 mounted in support arm 77 of frame 73. The etch 
cone 72 may also‘bevadjusted circumferentially in the 
direction of double headed arrow Cx by locking screws 
79 engaging shaft‘ 71. The’ axial and circumferential 
position of transfer cone 74 may also be adjusted in'a 

12 and be driven byv the ' 
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4 
similar manner. (Not detailed) Thus the axial and cir 
cumferential locations of the respective etch and trans 
fer cones 72 and 74 may be adjusted for correct registra 
tion of design portions hereinafter described. 

FIG.: 8 shows a detailed illustration of a preferred ’ 
embodiment of the ink application assembly 82. A 
heated bath 90 holds a quantity of liquid ink 92. A pump 
94, such as a Gerotor manufactured by W. H. Nichols 
Co., connected in ?ow communication with the bath 
90, circulates ink 92 via a heated pipe 96 to outlet 98 at 
an inboard or small end 100 of etch cone 72. The ink 92 
is urged along the length of the etch cone 72 (see ar 
rows) to the outboard or large end 106 thereof by a a 
free ?oating applicator blade assembly 104 including 
upper and lower blades 102 and 103, respectively. Be 
cause the angle of incline of the top of blade 102 is 
higher at the inboard end 100 of etch cone 72 than the 
outboard end 106, and because the rotating cone surface 
72 v‘moves the viscous ?uid against the blade 102 causing 
a high pressure region within the ink 92 along the inter 
face therebetween, the ink 92 travels along the applica 
tor blade 102-etch cone 72 interface from the smaller to 
the larger end. Thereafter the ink 92'follows the cone 
surface near the larger end 106 back to the ink bath 90 
completing the circulation path. The circulation main 
tains a continuous supply of ink 92 to fill design depres 
sions 108in the etch cone surface. Respective 'upper and 
lower blades 102 and 103 also act as doctor blades to 
remove excess ink 92‘. 
In the present invention it is intended that the inks 92 

be'of a'thermoplastic type. It is also required that they 
are maintained at a selected temperature at or near the 
‘melting point or a temperature at which they exhibit a 
suitable viscosity. Thus, etch cone 72, pipe 96 and bath 
90 are heated by resistance heaters 110, 112 and 114, 
respectively,‘ to ‘maintain the ink at a suitable working 
viscosity. ' - ‘ 

" Also shown in the illustration of FIG. 8, a free ?oat 
ing doctor blade assembly 116, which is similar in con 
struction to the applicator blade assembly 104, insures 
that all the ink 92 is scraped from the etch cone 72. It 

' has been’ found that applicator blade assembly 104 is 
capable of both application and doctoring. Thus doctor 
blade assembly 116 is usually held in a standby mode in 
theevent of a failure of the former. 
FIG. 9 better illustrates the typical relationship be 

tween‘ the'doctor blade assembly 116 and the ‘etch cone 
'72. Note'that the same relation holds true for applicator 
blade assembly 104. Respective right and left blades 118 
"and 120 are held in slots 119 and 121 respectively of 
blade: holder 122 at acute angles 1a and 2a to the surface 
‘of theetch cone 72. Each is made to contact the cone 72 
‘along a respective line of contact or ray R1,R2 of the 
cone surface. Two blades 118,120 are used for self align 
mentv or seating purposes. Thus the blade holder 122 
needsz'o‘nly ‘to be urged towards the cone 72 to cause 
both blades 118' and 120 to come into intimate contact 
with'the cone 72. Only axial positioning (i.e. into the 
‘page of the‘drawing) is required for the holder 122 to 
assure ‘proper blade to cone contact. Pneumatic piston 
124 urges the doctor blade assembly 116 into position. 
Piston 124 engages holder 122 by means of a suitable 
?exible'bearing, (not shown herein) but detailed in Ser. 
No; 334,724 referred to above. FIGS. 10A, 10B, and 
10C show other blade/cone con?gurations for both 

In FIG. v10A, as in all of the contemplated ap 
plicator/doctoring assemblies, the machine center CL is 
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coincidental with the apex A of the etch cone 72. The 
apex for the blades 118a and 1200 in assembly 116a, the 
holder 1220, as well as respective locating slots 
119a-121a of holder 122a also coincide with apex A. 
While the angles 1a, and 2a of blades 118a and 120a may 
be different from those illustrated in FIG. 9, the same 
resulting self alignment occurs. The angle In that the 
blade 1180 makes with the cone 72 at its point of contact 
P0 is measured from a radial line RL of the cone 72 
passing through said point of contact P0. The angle 2a 
is measured in the same way. FIG. 10B the doctor blade 
assembly 116b has blades 118b and 12% located in re 
spective slots 119b, l21b of holder 122b both leading to 
the right. In FIG. 10c, the assembly 1160, blades 118a 
and 1200, and holder 122:: are part of an integrally 
formed machined block. 

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6 the following is a 
brief description of the operation of the apparatus of the 
present invention. As turret 60 rotates, it synchronously 
drives etch cones 72 and transfer cones 74 carrying 
silicone surface 75. Each etch cone 72 receives a supply 
of ink as hereinbefore described. Design impressions 
108, etched or engraved in the surface of etch cone 72, 
receive the ink after application/doctoring and an ink 
formed design 109 is available for offset to elastomeric 
silicone surface 75 carried by transfer cone 74. Silicone 
surface 75 and etch cone 72 roll in intimate contact 
against each other. The ink 92 in the impressions 108 is 
transferred as a semi solid cohesive mass from the for 
mer to the latter (see reference numeral 109). Collectors 
C1-C10 in the form of ?at surface segments are 
mounted to and carried by turret 60. Each collector C 
includes an elastomeric silicone working surface 61 
adapted to receive ink or design impressions thereon. 
The collectors C1-C10 each encounter successive 
printing station 54 locations'D8‘to' D1 (counterclock 
wise in FIGS. 5 and 6) as the turret 60 rotates, and their 
working surfaces 61 receive thereon a design portion 
109 of composite design 109‘from each successive print 
ing station in registration with the others. See also Ford 
et al. Ser. No. 173,129 ?led July 28, 1980 assigned to the 
assignee herein for an apparatus using a cylindrical 
collector. At print transfer station D10 the composite 
design 109', formed by eachsuccessive transfer of de 
sign portions 109 from each transfer cone 74,- may be 
transferred to ware W. The ink is transferablebecause 
each successive surface encountering the ‘ink has a 
higher affinity for it than the previous one. See for 
example US. Pat. Nos. 4,280,939, 4,261,749 and 
4,292,104, assigned to the assignee herein, for details of ' 
such surfaces. . 

It should be understood that silicone surface 75 is 
compressible. Accordingly, the said silicone surface is 
distorted vor compressed along its line of contact with 
etch cone 72 when it comes into contact therewith. 
When compressed or distorted, silicone surface 75 and 
etch cone 72 share a common apex. The distortion is 
necessary in order to assure that the ink is forced against 
the silicone surface 75. 

In one embodiment of the present vinvention shown in 
FIG. 11, the rotating turret 60 holds ten (10) collectors 
C1-C10 in the form of equally spaced'?at surface sili 
cone arc sections onto which design portions 109 of a 
multicolored decoration or design 109 are printed from 
each silicone surface 75 of the transfer con-es 74 in the 
respective printing stations '54 at D1‘D8. The radius of 
curvature R0 of each collector C (sometimes hereinaf 
ter the word “radius” and “curvature” are used inter 
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6 
changably for simplicity) is normally determined in one 
embodiment by the geometry of the ware W to be deco 
rated (i.e. a portion of its developed surface hereinafter 
described). Normally‘the curvature R0 of the collectors 
C will not coincide with the radius of curvature Rt of 
the turret table 60. However, if apex A’ of the ware W 
can be oriented to simultaneously‘ coincide with the 
center Cc of the collectors C, then a nonslip rolling 
action between a cone and the silicone surface of the 
collectors C vcan be established. 
FIGS. 12A-12C show how ware W must be posi 

tioned as the turret 60 revolves and'these arc sections C 
pass over the ware W at print transfer station D10. Such 
positioning requires rotational and translational manipu 
lation. The ware W to be decorated is oriented so that it 
rolls against the arc sections C without slipping. The 
ware W must be positioned or oriented so that its apex 
A’ is shared by the center Cc of the arc sections C at all 
times of contact, so‘ that a nonstretching nonskidding 
rolling contact can result. 

It should be noted that this requirement for changing 
ware position results because of the radius of curvature 
Rc of the arc sections C is different for each style of 
ware and different from the radius of curvature Rt of 
turret 60. The latter is speci?ed by the radial location of 

. the collector C on the machine turret 60. The radius of 
curvature R0 of the arc sections C centered at Cc is 
dictated by developed surface S of the conical wave W 
to be decorated (see FIG. 13A). The length L of the arc 
section C.is dictated by the circumference of the ware 
W to be decorated along the line or path of application 
P, substantially centrally of arc section C. 

In FIG. 12B the ware W is angularly oriented so that 
its apex A’ is shifted to follow the center Cc of the arc 
section C by the. angular difference B” between the 
radius Rc of the arc section C and the radius Rt of turret 
60. The axis AW of the ware W is oriented so that ware 
apex A’ is coincident with the center Cc of collector arc 
section C. In the example herein shown, the collector C 
is mounted so that its midpoint m coincides with turret 
radius Rt, but since the'curvature R0 of the collector C 
does not coincide withthe curvature‘ Rt of the turret 60, 
the respective leading and trailing edges 1 and t of the 
collector C are inboard (to the left in FIG. 12A) of mid 
point in by x units from the full'extend of the turret 
radius Rt. Further, since collector radius Rc has a cen 
ter or origin Cc different from turret center Tc, the 
ware W located at turret radius Rt must be rotated 
about ‘its point of contact P0 with collector C. The 
difference in this angular position is illustrated in FIGS. 
12B & C where Rc respectively leads and lags Rt by B". 
Thus, ware W must be rotated at its point of contact PC 
about axis AP by 2B". In FIG. 15B ware W is shown in 
contact with collector C along a line of contact or ray 
RW shared therebetween. Contact axis AP is normal to 
ray RW at contact point PC. It is given that ware ray 
RW, measured from contact point PC, should be in 
radial alignment with turret radius Rt at midpoint m of 
collector C. Any angular or lateral shift therefrom is 
measured relative thereto. It is therefore required that: 
(1) the ware W be moved to an initial position upon 
engagement with leading edge 1 of collector C whereby 
its contact point PC is shifted x units inboard of its 
position at midpoint m and (2) the ware ray RW is 
rotated B° about contact axis AP counterclockwise 
(CCW) of turret radius Rt. (For purposes of the discus 
sion ware’ axis AW and ware ray RW lie in the same 
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plane and rotation of the ware W about contact point 
PC occurs about pivot axis AP also in such plane). 
As the collector C advances counterclockwise 

(CCW) after ?rst meeting the ware W, the ware is trans 
lated and rotated from its initial position noted above 
(relative to FIG. 12B) into a midway position shown in 
FIG. 12A. ‘In the midway position the contact point PC 
isat midpoint m of collector C, lateral translation is zero 
units and ware axis AW is at zero degrees rotation about 
contact axis AP. Finally, asthe collector C advances 
further, the ware W is translated and rotated so that axis 
AP is positioned x units inboard (to the left in FIG. 12C) 
and ware axis AW is rotated B° clockwise (CW) at the 
trailing edge t of the collector C. Thus, the ware experi 
ences compound movement from each encounter with a 
collector C. - 

FIG. 14 at positions (A) through (C) and FIGS. 
ISA-15B demonstrate how a cam 140 is used to contin 
uously position theware W to align its apex A’ with the 
collector apex A". The generated motion of the ware 
W, carried in chuck 150, is a combination of two mo 
tions at the point of contact PC, including a pivoting 
action of the ware about contact axis AP (perpendicular 
to the upper sidewall vof the ware W) and a ‘translation 
thereof along the radius of curvature Rt _of turret 60, 
sometimes hereinafter referred to as radial'line Rt. 
The are following arrangement is accomplished'as 

follows. Cam 140, driven synchronously with turret 60 
via' the drive in base frame 52 (FIG. 5) and shaft 141 
(FIG. 15A), has an outside pro?le 142 and an inside 
slotted pro?le 144. Let the radius of the cam 140 at the 
position shown in FIG. 14(A) be Ro-x and at FIG. 
14(B) be R0. Similarly, for a symmetrical object, at FIG. 

I 14(C) the radius of cam 140 is R0-x. Outside cam fol 
lower 146 is mounted in a laterally movable yoke or 
frame 148 in print transfer assembly 58 and follows 
outside pro?le 142. Frame 148 is slidably mounted to 
table 50 by means of slide 149 and is restricted to linear 
motion thereby. The chuck 150 is carried in yoke 197 
which-in turn is rotatably secured to ~' frame 148 via. 
rotatable bearing 175 and is movedradially therewith 
along turret radial line Rt by means of the frame 
mounted cam follower 146. As cam 140 ‘rotatesv clock 
wise, (see the progression in FIGS. 14A-14C) the ware 
W is translated along Rt by x units.<lt should be noted 
from FIG. 12(A) that, as the collector C advances, its 
radius Rc is colinear with the radius Rt of the ‘turret 60 
when the midpoint-m of collector C lies along radial line 
Rt, half way through its advance through the printing 

20 

8 
FIG. 14(B) it is zero (0) degrees advanced or in line 
with turret radial line Rt, and at FIG. 14(C) it is -B 
advanced or B degrees retarded (i.e. CW). The com 
bined motion provided by cam 140 maintains the ware _ 
ray RW aligned with the collector surface in correspon 
dence to simulate two surfaces in nonslipapex-aligned 
rolling-motion as described above. 
The above system is workable for many ware shapes 

but requires a cam change for each ware pro?le. Fur 
ther for some shapes it would not be advisable to extend 
the principle beyond certain practical limits. For exam 
ple, reference is directed to FIG. 13B wherein, schemat 
ically, there are shown two articles to be decorated. 
Namely a cup WC and a bowl Wb. The cup is similar to 
that illustrated in FIG. 13A having a moderately steep 
side wall angle ac and a large end diameter Dc. A sur 
face length Xc, along the surface of the cup Wc and 
extended to its apex A’, is determined by the former two 
parameters. Surface wrap angle 00 is a function of the 
surface length Xc and diameter Dc. In the case of a cup, 
the wrap angle is relatively small as shown. A collector 

‘ Cc for the cup can be fabricated to conform to the 

25 

developed surface SC thereof (see also FIG. 13A), and 
the cupmay be oriented as described above to produce 
apex coincidence with the collector Cc. This is true 
because the rotational and translational motion required 
is not severe and does not require reversal of the rela 
tive ‘motion of the cup and the turret 60. Reversal of 
relative motion between turret 60 and the bowl Wb 
would occur when the wrap angle 0b inscribes the 
center of the collector Cb or exceeds 180° as shown. In 
the case of a bowl Wb shown in FIG. 13B, the wrap 
angle 0b is large and the developed surface Sb is conse 
quently large. However as a practical matter a collector 
Cb. for the bowl could only be practical over some wrap 
angle,,e.g. 0b’ less than 180° as shown. Thus, there is a 
‘signi?cant differencein coverage. In the case of the cup 

,' all or part of the circumference over the developed 
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station D10. Thus, the cam 140 adjusts the position of 50 
the print transfer assembly 58 so that the radial position 
of the ware W is displaced x-units at the respective 
leading and trailing edges 1 and t of collector C, and 
zero at the midpoint m. ' i 

In order to correct for axis rotation, cam follower 152 
carried by an arm 154 is operatively coupled to ware 
carrying chuck 150 via the rotatable bearing 175 
sleeved in frame supporting yoke 197. The chuck 150 is 
adapted to be oriented so that contact axis AP of the 
ware W at the point of contact PC with the collector C 
is normal thereto. It is important to note that the bearing 
175 be located in a position vertically beneath AP, such 
that, rotation of ware about AP is only motion gener 
ated due to rotation of yoke 197 about bearing 175. 
Thus, the ware W can rotate about its contact axis AP 
with collector C as well as translate laterally along the 
x direction of radius Rt. In the position (A) shown in 
FIG. 14, arm 154 is B degrees advanced (ie CCW), at 
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surface thereof may be contacted (see cross hatched 
area) whereas in the case of a bowl, the circumferential 
coverage inone pass would be limited to the modi?ed 
wrap-angle 0b’ over the developed surface (hatched 

. area). Further, while with a cam change it is possible to 
print a diversity of articles, it may be preferable in cer 
tain instances to utilize a simpli?ed‘ embodiment de 
scribed hereinafter. Before such alternative method is 
discussed however, an indexing feature of chuck 150 
will be described by reference to FIGS. 5, 14, 15A and 
15B. 

_ The purpose of the chuck 150 is to receive ware W 
and secure to at the correct angle for engagement with 
a collector‘ C. In order to accomplish this, a plurality of 
indexable paddles v170 are secured to a rotatable block 
member 172. The latter is rotatably journaled in op 
posed openings 174 in opposed upstanding support 
members 173 of yoke 197. The block 172 carries ware 
mating vchuck pads 176 and depressable spring loaded 
vacuum pin 178. i 

In FIGS. 5 and 15b it can be seen that the ware W is 
indexed onto pad 176 when it is oriented horizontally 
(Q1 in FIG. 15B). Axial spring 180, retained between 
?ange 179 at the distal end of pin 178, is depressed by 
engagement of the pin 178 with the inside of the ware W 
as it mates with plate 176. The pin 178 is sleeved 
through opening 182’ in bushing 182 which is coupled 
to a vacuumvline 181 in paddle 170. The pin 178 has a 
notched portion 178' and foot valve 183 located at a 
proximal end thereof. As the ware W seats against mat 
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ing pad 176, pin 178 moves inwardly of bushing 182 
opening vacuum line 181 to inside the ware via notched 
portion 178’, thereby holding the ware ?rmly into posi 
tion (see arrows). 
Vacuum is maintained in three quadrants Q1-Q3 of 

the rotation of block 172 and is cut off at Q4 as follows. 
Sector shaft 185, located concentrically in opening 187 
of block 172, carries seal edge 189. Vacuum line 194 has 
access to a space 191 between sector shaft 185 and the 
opening 187. The space 191 is normally under vacuum 
or reduced air pressure and communicates with the 
interior of the ware W over vacuum line 181 via ports 
193. As the ware is loaded at Q1, the pin 178 and spring 
180 are depressed opening foot valve 183. The ware W, 
secured by vacuum, is carried from Q1 to Q2 for deco 
ration by engagement with collector C. Thereafter it is 
moved to idle position Q3 still under vacuum and 
thence to Q4 where seal edge 189 blocks port 193 to 
vacuum line 194. An air line 195 supplies air to port 193 
in the Q4 position to supply air into vacuum line 181 to 
thereby blow the ware W off paddle 170 via the vacuum 
path described above. As the ware W moves suf? 
ciently from pad 176, foot valve 183 closes or blocks the 
opening 182’ in bushing 182. Vacuum is restored when 
the paddle 170 advances from Q4 toward Q1, seal edge 
189 passing port 193 and foot valve 183 opening by 
loading new ware. A missed loading will therefore 
allow maintained vacuum integrity, since foot valve 183 
will be maintained closed by spring 180 holding shaft 

- 178 to the left. Sector shaft 185 can be rotated during 
set-up and for timing, but is then looked into stationary 
position. , . v 

The rotatable block 172 carrying the paddles 170 is 
driven by a barrel cam actuated drive 186, such as a 8/2 
FH 62-120 roller gear drive manufactured byFerguson 
Machine Go, through one of two journaled ends 174 of 
the rotatable block 172 (see FIG. 5). The drive 186.is 
actuated synchronously with the turret 60 via drive 
shaft 188 which includes slidable spline coupling 200, a 
pair of universal joints 201, one each at opposite ends of 
coupling 200 as shown, and opposed'shaft extensions 
199 coupled to each universal 201. One shaft extension 
is coupled to drive 186 via a chain or pulley 205. The 
opposite shaft extension 199 is secured in ‘bearing 195. 
Pulley 190 is mounted to the free end of shaft extension 
199. Another pulley 192 is coaxially driven with abear 
ing mounted pinion 194 engaging the ring gear 672. The 
pinion 194 and pulley 192 are appropriately secured by 
block 196 which is in turn secured to the base table 50 
by frame member 198. Belt 197 couples pulleys 190 and 
192. ,. ' 

For ten (10) stations D1-D10 the ratio of the pinion 
194 to the ring gear 62 is chosen such that each l/lO 
rotation of the turret 60 causes shaft 188 to rotate one 
turn. Shaft 188 is splined at coupling 200 to move axially 
as frame 148 moves radially x units as described above. 
Also universal joints 201 allow the shaft 188 .to rotate 
while the frame is advanced and retarded over the 2B 
degree swing. As shaft 188 rotates once, it actuates 
drive 186 so that the barrel cam (not shown) therein _ 
causes the block 172 and paddles 170 carrying ware W 
to rotate intermittently 90° or i turn into quadrant Q2 
just prior to the time that a collector C enters the print 
transfer station at D10. Note that the orientation of the 
paddles 170 at position Q2 is illustrated in FIG. 15B and 
shows that ware W is aligned with collector C so that 
axis AP, normal to the ware surface, is perpendicular to 
collector C. As the collector C comes into engagement 
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with the ware W, friction causes the ware W to rotate in 
nonslipping relation with the collector C. The ware W 
thenis indexed out of quadrant Q2 by a } rotation of 
block 172 to face downwardly in quadrant Q3 on the 
inboard side of the print transfer device 58 as shown in 
FIG. 5. Finally on the next indexing step, the ware W is 
moved nearly horizontal into the lowermost quadrant 
Q4 for ejection and removal by conveyor means (not 
shown). As explained above, at this portion of the cycle 
vacuum is cut off by valve action within block 172, 
thereby releasing the ware W, while the spring 180 and 
positive airpressure from air line 195 urge the ware 
away from plate 176 and onto conveyor means (not 
shown). On the next loading at quadrant Q1, the vac 
uum is reset. . 

In an embodiment of the present invention, described 
herein with respect to FIG. 14B and in greater detail in 
the, above mentioned patent application Ser. No. 
332,722, it is proposed that the cam following print 
transfer device 58 be held ?xed in the position shown in 
FIG. 14(B) with all axes aligned. In order to accomplish 
this, the print ‘collector C would be modi?ed so that its 
radius of curvature Re is aligned with and corresponds 
to that (Rt) of the turret table 60. The ware W would 
then be oriented by chuck 150 at a ?xed position, e. g. 
aligned with ‘the radius Rt of the turret 60. In FIG. 13C, 
there is shown areformed collector CS having a modi 
?ed developed surface S’. The reformed collector CS 
has a radius of curvature RCS equal to the turret radius 
Rt and having the same center C. A piece of conical 
ware or cup WC such as in FIG. 13B has respective 

. largeand small 'end diameters DC and dc. The large 
diameter de?nesva circle having a perimeter 1r(DC) and 
likewise the small diameter dc de?nes a circle having a 
‘circumference 1r (dc). In FIG. 13C it is given that out 
.‘board margin Mo of modi?ed developed surface S’ has 
an arc ‘length fromrespective leading to trailing edges 1 
and t equal to the, large circumference 17(DC) of cup 

The inboard margin Mo has a length which is 
‘different i.e. greater than the circumference 1r(dc) of the 
small‘ end of cup IWC,\If it is also given that cup WC 
.rolls without slipping then all points on cup WC move 
across modi?ed surface S’ without slipping. Thev large 
end of the "cup WC will trace an arc in correspondence 
with the‘ outboard margin Mo of modi?ed surface S’. 

_ However, the small end of cup WC will not trace an are 
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in correspondence with the inboard end Mo of surface 
S’ because inboard line Mo is longer than the circumfer 
ence 'rrdc of the'small end of cup WC. If no slipping 
occurs between cup WC and reformed collector CS 
along a line of contact Lc therebetween then the collec 
tor CS- must become, progressively distorted. This is 
:symbolized by the'progressive angular shift of the dot 
ted line‘B representing the distortion or bulge across 
collector CS. Notethat as the reformed collector CS 
moves from right to left bulge B‘ appears to rotate to the 
left. ‘ ' 

v , In FIG. 16 the above is best illustrated in side section 
near thesmall end of the cup, WC. The cup WC has 
stretched or pushed the collector CS away from itself as 
bulge B in the surface of the collector CS. The reformed 
collector CS carried by support 210 includes an elasto 
mer pad 212 having a working surface 216 correspond 
ing to the modi?ed developed surface S’. The cup WC 
engages collector CS at 213,. As the collector CS moves 
to the left, the small 'end of the cup WC forces or 
stretches the elastomer to the right. This occurs because 
the length of arc traversed by the small end of the cup 
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WC is less than the arcl‘eng‘th of the‘ inboard margin Mo 
of the collector CS1.',Since‘ the w‘are WC does not slip, 
the elastomer pad 212 gives such that it may be forced 
out of the path of cup ‘WC forming the bulge _B. ' 
The decoration ‘(not shown) on_ the underside or 

working surface‘ 216 ‘of ‘the pad 212 isv correspondingly 
distorted or stretched'by the forced ?tting action. How 
ever, for certainv types of decorations‘(e.g. ?orals‘) this is 
‘immaterialsince it is not' critical in appearance‘. On the 
other hand, in very symmetrical designs with exacting 
geometric shapesfthezdis‘tortion caused by this stretch 
printing effect can be corrected by appropriate modifi 
cation of the designs installed on the etch cones 72. This 
might be accomplished by iteration of design manufac 
ture or by some computer assisted graphics technique to 
compensate therefor. , e 

In another embodiment of the present invention, illus 
trated in FIGS. 17A and 17B, ?atware W is substituted 
for the collectors C. In this arrangement the ware _ 
itself is held against therotating turret‘table 60 by re 
duced pressure operating through‘ vacuum line 120 and 
hole 122 therein. The transfer cone 74 has an elastomer 
‘pad 220 thereon for carrying the design 221. The pad 
'220 is cut away to clear rim portions 224 of the ware so 
that it engages only the‘central portion‘ 222 thereof. _ 
“In yet another ‘embodiment [of the present invention, 

means is described for printing the entire inside surface 
portion of the ‘ware W. In FIG.‘ 18, for example, full 
print flatware and hollow ware membrane collectors 
230 may be ‘adapted for providing a ‘full print of ‘the i 

_ inside ‘surfacel2‘37 of a piece of hollow W‘areW shown. 
The membrane collectors p230g‘incl‘ude a frame'member 
232 of a rigid material having‘a‘n opening 233 into which 
is disposed an elastic membrane elastomer234 having a 
working surface 235‘. ‘In this ‘arrangement the'membrane 
collectors 230 are periodically indexed i‘nto the turret 60 
and carried by supports 231 at‘s‘tations beginning with 
D8. Indexing of themembrane collectors‘ 230 maybe 
accomplished manually or by mechanical me‘ans'not 

'40 shown. " As‘ each membrane collector 230 is‘v rotated 
about in a direction ‘shown by the arrows, it encounters 
the varioug‘supri'nt s‘tations V54_(see‘FIG. 5),]contacts the 
transfer roll‘s 74, and receives on itsworking surface 235 
‘the full extentgr the various colors of the desi‘gn‘_‘2_36. 
Eachmembrane collectb‘r 230 is then indexedfrom‘the 
turret 60 and aligned for engagement with a piee'e‘ of 
ware W'as'illustratédt‘Tlie ‘ware’ W is placed vbelow the 
membrane collector"230‘ and a piston 238 having a de 
formable ‘shaped face 240 engages with theelastomer 
234. The ‘shaped face 240 distorts the elastomer 234 so‘ as ' 
‘tov ‘ intimately conform ‘with' the" entire surface ‘Lof the 
inner portion 237“ of the ware W. Thereafter the ‘piston 
238 is withdrawn and the ware W has‘the' design‘236 
transferred theretoon all portions of the inside ‘surface 
237. Thus,‘full coverage of hollow ware can be‘ accom 
plished using ‘the ?exiblemembrane collector tech 

nique- , . . _ , FIGS. 19A and 19B show‘ in cross section the ‘detail 

of the arrangement illustrated in FIG. 18 wherein ‘the 
ware W may be’ a glass: or glass-ceramic’:article.v The 
membrane collector 230 ‘is placed above the ware W. 
The elastomer'2‘34'is distorted by the ‘shaped ' face '240 
which is urged thereagainst. The design 236 on the 
underside or‘working surface 235 of‘elastomer 234 
transfers onto the ware W by intimate contact‘. The‘ 
pro?le of the shaped face 240 allows the elastomer to 
distort center ?rst, urging the elastomer 234 in‘co‘ntact 
with the inner ‘center portion 237 of the ware‘so that 
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there is no trapped air during the printing operation. 
Shaped face 240 andelastomer 234 both together distort 
to conform to and reach rim 233'. Thus the print pro 
ceeds from the center 237 to the rim 233'. Adjustable _ 
stops 239 establish spacing between shaped face 240 and 
frame 232. This ?exible membrane technique and details 
of variations thereof are described in one of the above 
mentioned copending patent applications, namely Ser. 
No. 332,723. ' 

The cleaning assembly 56 is shown in place at D9 on 
the machine base table 50 in FIG. 6. It is simply a solid 
conical surface or cone 160' (steel, aluminum, etc.) 
geared via pinion 162' with ring gear 62 to roll against 
the collectors C as they pass overhead. Any ink that has 
been left on the collectors C (resulting from an incom 

' plete transfer to ware or missing ware at the transfer 
station D10), is transferred to the cone 160’. A scraping 
blade assembly 164’ ?oatably mounted in pressure block 
165,’ (similar to applicator/doctor assembly in FIG. 3) 
removes exce‘ss ink from the surface of the cone 160’. 
The cleaninglassembly 56 assures clean collectors C 

‘ before reprinting in each cycle. 
_ A feature of the present invention, shown schemati 
cally in FIG. 6, that is useful in establishing accurate set 
up of the printing apparatus, is the use of leveling plates 
166 onto which are mounted the collectors C, the print 
ing station assemblies 54, and the cleaning assembly 56. 
These leveling plates 166 are individual mounting pads 

'_ which are‘ adjusted to‘ an accurate mounting position 
during‘ set up with locking adjustment screws 168. They 

‘ can then be used as precision mounts for supporting the 
, print station assemblies 54, including corresponding 
“etch cones 72v and ‘transfer cones 74. They also can be 
used for positioning the collectors C. In conventional 

.ede‘coratingzdevices ware must be printed to check regis 
tration of the design colors. In the present invention a 
visual inspection of the collectors C will allow the oper 
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ator toj' check registration prior to printing ware. Fine 
adjustments ‘to registration can be easily accomplished 
“by vtheadju‘sting screws 79 and collar clamp 275 herein 
before ‘described. Since the cleaning station assembly 56 
remeves all'ink upon each complete rotation of turret 60 
vregistration can be quickly rechecked and adjusted 
prior ‘to actual production. 

I _‘Since it is ‘a feature of the present invention to print to 
ai?at surface (e.g. collector, ?atware, membrane collec~ 
‘tor, etc.) other embodiments are set forth below for the 
purpose of ‘disclosing variations in the above concept. 

In 20A the ware W is carried by turret 60 ‘and 
‘ printed as it progresses through the various print sta 
tions (i.e. the ware W acts as a collector). Ware W is 

_. held’ in turret 60 by vacuum‘as (set forth and described 
' earlier herein with respect to FIGS. 17A-17B. _ 
" In FIG. 20B a second turret 160 carries ware W from 
an‘inlet‘end' 161 by means of a similar vaccum arrange 
ment. The turret 60 carries collector C which may be 

> flat, circular elastomer pads. After each collector C 

60 

receives a full design 162, it engages a‘ takeoff cone 164 
which‘ picks up design 162 and transfers it to ware W at 
the‘ print station D10. The takeoff cone 164 may be 
similar to the one shown in FIG. 17A except that it 
removes the design 162 from the collector C and trans 
fers it to the ware W. In FIG. 17A, the transfer cone 74 
receives a portion of the design from an etch cone to 
print a portion of the design onto the ware W, acting as 
a'collecto'r. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 20B, the 
takeoff cone 164 receives the entire design from collec 
tor C for complete transfer to the ware. Turret 160 acts 
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as an automatic ware in/ware out carrier. The printed 
ware W is ejected from turret 160 at outlet 165. 

In FIG. 20E a side view of the arrangementvof FIG. 
20B is shown. Notice that turret 60 and second turret 
160 are offset by the angle of take off cone 164. Also, 
during the interval when the take off cone 164 engages 
ware W the latter must follow arc AC or path that 
coincides with the motion of take off cone 164 in the 
plane of second turret 160. The ware W may be 
mounted or secured on second turret 160 by means of a 
slidable chuck 167 which allows the ware to move in 
the direction of double headed arrow AW in order to 
follow arc AC in the plane of turret 160 as the take off 
cone deposits its design onto the ware. 

In FIG. 20C a variation of the ware in/ware out 
arrangement of FIG. 20B is illustrated. In this embodi 
ment turret 60 carries a plurality of pivotally mounted 
membrane ?xtures 170'. Each carries a pair of respec 
tive inboard and outboard membrane collectors 172-l 
172-0. Ware W may be carried about a path illustrated 
by the arrows by a conveyor (not shown) starting at 
inlet end 174’ of turret 60. The outboard membrane 
collector 172-O, carries design 173' and means (not 
shown), similar to the arrangement of FIGS. 19A-19B, 
which causes the outboard collector 172-0 to be inti 
mately contacted with ware, for transferring the design 
173’ as the outboard collector 172-0 and ware travel 
together with turret 60. After printing, the ware W is 
removed from engagement with outboard collector 
172-0 at outlet end 175' of turret 60. Thereafter the 
membrane ?xture 170’ pivots about support bearing 176’ 
prior to entering inlet end 174'. The now blank out 
board collector 172-O thus becomes the inboard collec 
tor 172-I which may be printed, and the inboard collec 
tor 172-I carrying design 173' moves to the outboard 
position. The former receives the design 173’ from print 
stations as described earlier while the outboard collec 
tor 172-0 simultaneously prints the ware. ' ~ 

Other variations are possible and within the scope of 
printing to any suitable ?at surface and the like. For 
example, in yet another embodiment of the present 
invention of FIG. 20D collectors C, carried by turret 
60, print a decoration or decal to a decal medium 282, 
supported against collector C by a cylindrical backing 
roll 280. Respective cylindrical wind and unwind rolls 
286-288 serve known functions. The backing roll 280, 
and respective wind and unwind rolls 286 and 288 may 
be mounted on a common support 284 shown schemati 
cally. The common support may be articulated in the 
circumferential and radial direction of the turret as set 
forth hereinbefore relative to FIGS. 11-15b, to compen 
sate for differences between the respective geometries 
of the decal medium or web 282, the turret 60 and col 
lector C. Also, forced or stretched printing as set forth 
in connection with the description of FIGS. 13C and 16 
may be accomplished. ‘ ' -' 

It should be understood that in .the above embodi 
ment of FIG. 20D, backing roll 280 should have a high 
coef?cient of friction surface f for engagement with the 
medium 282. The surface f may be formed of relatively 
hard rubber. The backing roll 280 is cross hatched to 
show this feature. Alternatively, the roll 280 could be 
metal having a sleeved rubber cover or a suitable adhe 
slve. 

In either of the embodiments set forth above, it is 
important to maintain a nonslip relation between the 
backing roll 280 and the medium 282 and the collector 
C so that the medium does not move either radially or 
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circumferentially relative to the backing roll collector. 
This assures that the medium acts as a rigid surface, 
?xed instantaneously with respect to the backing roll 
280 and the collector C. Thus, distortion of the design 
and misregistration thereof on medium 282 is avoided. 

In copending patent application Ser. No. 332,725, a 
method for applying design con?gurations to the etch 
cones 72 is described. The method described therein 
teaches an alignment system so that when the etch 
cones 72 are placed in service, minimum adjustment is 
required to accomplish registration. 

Other arrangements of the apparatus of the present 
invention are possible. For example, multiple transfer 
stations may be provided at selected circumferential 
locations and, depending on the ware to be printed, one 
of the transfer locations may be utilized while others are 
left idle. This can more readily be appreciated if it is 
assumed that multicolor printing may be accomplished 
in about four of the print stations leaving table space for 
extra transfer stations. 
The apparatus of the present invention is useful in 

lithographic, planographic, typographic or gravure 
printing processes. Thermoplastic inks are preferred but 
solid or aqueous based and organic inks that do not need 
to be ?red can also be used. Printing can be made di 
rectly to ware or to decal paper but the preferred em 
bodiment is to print to a silicone collector surface which 
subsequently transfers its multicolor print to ware in a 
single transferstep. 
Each of the etch cones 72 may be formed with a 

portion of a design. One ink color for each printing 
assembly 54 would be supplied to the ink applicator 
assembly 82 described above and registerable portions 
of the composite design would be each printed on the 
collectors C in sequence. As described above, ware W 
may be indexed into position thereunder and sequen 
tially printed with the composite design. 

It is also possible to interpose an additional offset 
pickup cone at the'transfer station D10 for printing to 
all variations of objects. 
While there have been described what are considered 

to be the preferred embodiments of the present inven 
tion, it will.be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
various changes and modi?cations may be made therein 
without departing from the invention, and it is intended 
in the appended claims to cover all such changes and 
modi?cations as fall within the true spirit and scope of 
the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A printing apparatus for decorating surface por 

tions of articles which comprises: 
means for creating a complete design to ultimately be 

transferred to the surface of an article to be deco 
rated; 

said creating means including a plurality of arcuately 
spaced-apart printing stations positioned radially 
about an axial center of rotation, with each station 
having means for creating a portion of said com 
plete design; 

each of said printing stations including a ?rst conical 
surface having a ?rst central axis with the apex of 
said ?rst conical surface lying therealong, said ?rst 
conical surface being mounted for rotation about 

' said ?rst central axis, and a second conical surface 
having a second central axis with the apex of said 
second conical surface lying therealong, and means 
for mounting said second conical surface for rota 
tion about said second central axis in continuous 








